
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE 
Monday, September 17, 2018 

 
Ron Moore, Chairperson 
Ike Tyler, Vice-Chairperson 
 
Chairman Moore called this Personnel Committee Meeting to order at 10:00 a.m. with the 
following Supervisors in attendance: Robin DeLoria, Archie Depo, Shaun Gillilland, Ron 
Jackson, Stephen McNally, Michael Marnell, Noel Merrihew, Dean Montroy, James Monty, 
Ronald Moore, Gerald Morrow, Randy Preston, Joe Pete Wilson, Charles Harrington, Roby 
Politi, Thomas Scozzafava and Michael Tyler.  Joseph Giordano was previously excused. 
  
Department Heads present were:  Judy Garrison and Dan Palmer.  Jennifer Mascarenas and 
Dan Manning were previously excused.  
 
Deputies present: Erica Sadowski. 
 
Also present:  Darren Dickerson 
 
News Media present: Kim Dedam - Sun News 
 
MOORE:  I’d like to call the Personnel Committee meeting to order.  Jen has been excused, you 
have her monthly report. We do have Erica here though if we do have any questions.  Any 
questions for Personnel?  Okay, thanks Erica. 
Next up is our Clerk of our Board, Judy.  It looks like we have a resolution. 
 
GARRISON:  I submitted a monthly report if anyone has any questions on that?  I also have 
submitted the 2019 Self-Insurance budget and the workers compensation town contributions 
right now with the budget I’m talking still with our broker Bob Poitras because we are working on 
terms for a three-year proposal on the budget.  I would like to ask for approval on resolution for 
the town workers compensation contributions. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE 2019 WORKERS COMPENSATION CONTRIBUTIONS 
FOR THE TOWNS AND VILLAGE OF LAKE PLACID. 
Moved by Mr. Monty, seconded by Mr. Gillilland. 
 
MOORE:  Discussion? 
 
PALMER:  Just under discussion Judy and I talked about this and one of the reasons why we’re 
not looking for the renewal per say until ways & means is I had some questions related to the 
proposal on a three-year agreement.  What they proposed was that there would actually be a 
reduction in the second year wasn’t it? 
 
GARRISON: Yes, a 4% reduction. 
 
PALMER:  What sounds good but one of the things that they’ve proposed was that if, they listed 
a series of seven criteria related to workers comp claims that if we met one of those criteria the 
second and third year rates would go to 4% each year as opposed to going down.  Most of the 
criteria I’m okay with they are talking about either a death claim or a serious loss of limb or 
something like that but one of the things the number one thing on there was if a claim exceeded 
50% of our cap amount which was $150,000 that we would then be subject to the 4% increase 
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that was not acceptable to me.  Number one it shouldn’t be in my view based upon a claim 
because a claim can go on over the course of quite a bit of time in terms of the claim itself.  
What I felt it should be is based upon per occurrence and to me the 50% which meant that any 
claim that exceeded $75,000 should in fact result in an 8% increase over a course of three 
years I felt was too much so to speak so they’ve come back with a counter proposal that says it 
would be 80% of an occurrence which frankly I’m more comfortable with and I do want to talk to 
Bob Poitras to make certain that we haven’t hit that or how many times we’ve hit that in previous 
years but I am going to review that before I make a final recommendation to you. I expect by 
ways and means I will have that in place.  I do think I could live with the three-year plan if it was 
based upon 80% of an occurrence and not simple based upon 50% of a claim. 
 
MOORE: Thanks Dan.  Any further discussion?  All those in favor, opposed – motion carries.  
Anything else Judy? 
 
GARRISON:  That’s all I have right now. 
 
MOORE:  Also you’ll see on the agenda that Dan Manning had a resolution.  He is not able to 
make here this morning and has asked that we hold off on that so we’ll probably see that 
resolution at ways and means. 
Dan do you have a resolution? 
 
PALMER:  I do.  I put on your desks a copy of a sexual harassment policy.  The State of New 
York passed a law that all employers in the State of New York have to adopt a sexual 
harassment policy based upon their model plan.  I did mention this to you about three months’ 
ago it was.  The requirement has to be done by October 9 of this year and it has to be in place.  
What you have in front of you is essentially the model plan.  We did, Dan Manning and I went 
through it and Dan added some other things that he felt were necessary in terms of any possible 
discipline and how that relates to our CSEA agreements and those kinds of things.  It meets our 
needs and it is something that every employer in the State of New York including private sector 
employers have to do now what it requires is that we have to pass this, we have to then provide 
every one of our employees a copy of this and part of the other requirement is that we have to 
conduct annual sexual harassment training with each of our employees as it relates to the 
sexual harassment policy.  What I’m looking at in terms of that though is there are some 
companies out there that do E-learning that have developed software programs that they say 
are going to meet the requirements of 201G of the NYS Labor Law so we’ll probably go down 
that road one way or another either that or we would have in-house training through the safety 
department but we’ll see which way that works out in terms of funding but we do have to do this.  
I think this is an effective policy. 
One of things I will say is I have also developed this same policy for all eighteen towns and the 
Village so by next week I need to make some minor revisions to it based upon what Dan gave 
me.  I should have a policy ready for every one of you to take back to your towns so your town 
boards can adopt them. The only thing is you will be responsible for distributing to your 
employees and looking at whatever yearly training requirements there are. 
The sexual harassment policy itself is not a whole lot different than what we had in place.  There 
are some additional things in there that point out that you have Federal rights and you have 
State rights and it gives access to those so in that sense I don’t think is a lot different.  Here’s 
the big impact to every municipality in the State of New York as it relates to this law.  This law 
now requires that every private employer that bids on your projects has to have a sexual 
harassment policy in place; they have to certify that they’ve had sexual harassment training with 
their employees, that’s going to be part of your bid documents.  So when you go out to bid on 
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any projects now this is going to have to be a provision contained within the bid documents that 
say, do you as a private employer have a sexual harassment policy in place and did you do 
yearly sexual harassment training? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Is that just to bid or does that include vendors that we do business with? 
 
PALMER:  It sounds like to me it’s just vendors because the document they gave us is only 
based upon bid documents so if you’re buying stuff directly you don’t necessarily have to bid 
that per say.  The way I look at it is I think part of our, as municipalities part of our responsibility 
in terms of overseeing our bid documents is to make sure there is no collusion, that they meet 
certain requirements, that they certified that they have done the things that are required 
unfortunately this is going to become one of those. Now the problem with that is that especially 
in the early stages you are probably going to run into a lot of private contractors that don’t have 
a policy in place and don’t understand what the provisions of the law are. I’ve spoken to some 
private employers that have no clue that this law was passed and that they are in fact 
responsible.  Our intent is that we would notify everybody that is on our bid list and normally 
bids with us that this is going to be a future requirement of ours and I guess I would suggest you 
do the same thing with your private employers but that’s really what this thing is more about in 
my view the biggest impact like I say, we have a sexual harassment policy that pretty much 
covers a lot of what’s already in here but this is a revision it does meet the model of plan 
requirements and like I said I’ve prepared it for all of you including the Villages so the real 
impact is in bidding. 
 
MOORE:  Do we have a motion to accept this policy? 
 
RESOLUTION ADOPTING A SEXUAL HARASSMENT POLICY DATED OCTOBER 2018. 
Moved by Mr. Tyler, seconded by Mr. Morrow 
 
MOORE:  Discussion? 
 
TYLER:  How much money did the State give us to help us? 
 
PALMER:  Yeah I’m still waiting for the check.  I tend to be waiting for the check a lot from the 
State. 
 
MOORE: So if we already have a sexual harassment policy in place we have to replace it with 
this? 
 
PALMER: Yeah and this actually says that on the front, this policy supersedes and replaces any 
existing sexual harassment policy in the current Essex County Policy Manual.  The same kind of 
language should be on yours when you adopt it, it would say it replaces anything that’s prior to. 
 
MOORE:  Well thank you for preparing one for each of us. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Are the towns bound by that October 9 deadline? 
 
PALMER:  Yes everybody the law requirement says it has to be effective by October 9, 2018. 
 
MONTY:  So what if our meeting isn’t until after the 9th? 
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PALMER:  You know what; I wouldn’t sweat it to be honest. 
 
MOORE:  Seek forgiveness. 
 
MONTY:  That’s always the best way.  I do have one other question Ron.  So obviously you’ll be 
handling this stuff for the county but for me in the town, we go out to bid someone does not 
have this that policy in place, that’s a deal breaker for them? 
 
PALMER:  Technically if they cannot certify within their bid documents, in other words when you 
put out your bid pack and I’ll give you guys a copy of that language that’s required in the bid 
documents itself if it’s not checked off that they certify that they have a sexual harassment in 
place it’s really terms, it’s grounds for rejecting the bid. 
 
WILSON:  Dan the copy that you gave us right now is that the final draft that we can put in front 
of our towns boards? 
 
PALMER:  I’m going to give you ones specific to your town, that includes your language you 
need in your town it will say the Town of Keene, it will say report to supervisor Joe Pete Wilson 
everything in there that’s required in terms of the policy itself will reference your town and those 
are the copies I’ll give you. 
 
WILSON:  What kind of timeline for that just so I can get this on the town board agenda. 
 
PALMER:  I would anticipate getting those to you within a week. 
 
WILSON:  Oh, alright thank you. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Is this subject to the $20,000/$30,000 threshold you know for putting out formal 
bids? 
 
PALMER:  No I don’t think so.  I think any bid you do requires this regardless of threshold.  Now 
if you’re not actually bidding you’re doing three quotes then I don’t think it applies. 
 
MORROW:  I probably shouldn’t say this but the State of New York, do they stay up all night 
thinking about this stuff?  I mean, I just can’t believe it so we go out to bid, we get three bids 
ones really good meets the specifications, it’s the lowest bid of them all just because it doesn’t 
have a sexual harassment we can’t accept this and we have to charge our taxpayers $30,000 
more.  Isn’t that ridiculous?  No wonder I don’t like the State of New York or the Federal 
Government. 
 
PALMER:  It’s frustrating.  It’s frustrating.  I would dare say that probably the State of New York 
doesn’t have a sexual harassment policy in place. 
 
MOORE:  Further comments?  Any further comments?  All in favor, opposed – motion carries.  
Are there any other things to be discussed before Personnel? 
 
MONTY:  I’d like to offer a resolution of condolence to Vic and Vickie Putman whose daughter 
recently passed away at 30 years of age to cancer. 
 
RESOLUTION OF CONDOLENCE TO THE FAMILY OF SARAH B. PUTMAN 
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Moved by Mr. Monty, seconded unanimously. 
 
MOORE:  Further discussion before Personnel?  In that case, we are adjourned. 
 
 As there was no further discussion to come before this Personnel Committee it was 
adjourned at 10:15 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judy Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors  
 
 


